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Abstract
The current work depicts the turn of events and mechanical portrayal of new polymer
composites comprising of E-glass fiber support, Epoxy pitch, and hardener, common fiber (Sisal
fiber).The recently evolved composites are portrayed by their mechanical properties. Analyses like
Hardness test, elastic test, Compression test, Impact test were led to locate the huge impact of
common fiber (sisal) on mechanical attributes of Glass fiber Reinforcement composites. Composites
are a significant class of materials accessible to humankind. Investigations of these composites
assume a significant job in material science, metallurgy, science, strong mechanics and designing
applications. The E-glass fiber fortified polymer composite is all the more broadly utilized in the car
business and other modern applications, because of their points of interest, similar to minimal effort,
clamor control, low weight and simplicity of preparing.

1.Introduction
Composites are comprised of individual
materials alluded to as constituent materials.
There are two classifications of constituent
materials: framework and support. Therefore,
a material having stages or two increasingly
particular constituent materials might be
viewed as a composite material. Fiber-fortified
composite materials comprise of fiber with
high quality and modulus inserted in or clung
to a network with unmistakable interfaces
(limit) between them. In this structure, both
fiber and framework hold their physical and
substance characters, yet they produce a blend
of properties however they can't be
accomplished with both of the constituents
acting alone. When all is said in done, fiber
are the chief burden conveying individuals,
while the encompassing framework keeps
them in the ideal direction and area, goes
about as a heap move medium among them,
and shields them from ecological harms
because of raised temperatures and dampness
and so on. The properties that can be
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improved by shaping a composite material
incorporate quality, solidness, consumption
obstruction, wear opposition, engaging
quality, weight, exhaustion life, temperaturesubordinate conduct, warm protection, warm
conductivity, acoustical protection and
electrical protection

2.Objectives
To study about the composite materials
commercially available in the market.
to develop composite material using glass
fiber as a raw materials with commercially
available resin matrix for a few volume
fractions of reinforcement.
2) Preparation of test specimens by hand layup technique.
3) Evaluation of mechanical properties of Eglass composite
1)
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3.Materails and Methodology

4.Results and Discussions

3.1 Materials:

4.1Tensile test
Malleable tests on composite examples were
done by ASTM–D 3039 standard to decide
rigidity and modulus of flexibility for jutesisal FRP to watch the conduct of FRP under
burden. Malleable testing under UTM
appeared in figure3.

Figure1:Hand layup Technique
[1]

Hand lay-up procedure is utilized to
plan example as appeared in Figure1. The
working surface was cleaned with more
slender to expel earth and a slight layer of wax
is applied on a superficial level to get smooth
completion. At that point a meager layer of
poly vinyl liquor (PVA) is applied for simple
evacuation of form. Hemp and banana textures
are sliced to the necessary measurements for
test example pre-impregnated with framework
material and put one over the other in the
form.
3.2 Methodology

Figure3: Tensile Testing in UTM

4.2 Bending test
3-Point bend flexural test is one of the
simple bending test used in determine flexural
strength of a material. This is as shown in
figure4.

Non-conventional composite

Selection process and materials

Development of E-glass fibre composite
Material using Handlayup technique

Evaluating Mechanical properties

Figure4: Bending Testing in UTM

Figure 2: Methodology
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Tensile test

CONCLUSION

Specimen 1

The common filaments like jute, sisal,
hemp, coir, banana, palm and so forth are the
strands of decision. Among all the filaments
the writing study uncovers that hemp and
banana have been seen as the solid and better
fortifying materials.

Fig 2.1: Tensile stress v/s Strain response of
specimen 1
The stress Vs strain curve of tensile specimen 1
is as shown in the Fig.2.1. The curve is linear
up to certain load and it starts to take the load
continuously and the layer of specimen will
break at 18N/mm2 and finally it takes ultimate
stress of 29 N/mm2.

The main emphasis of the present work
was on development and testing of E-glass
reinforced polyester composites to know their
suitability and adaptability for various
structural applications
From the tensile test it was found that
the tensile strength of E-glass fibre reinforced
polyester composite is 29Mpa and 19 Mpa,
these are the shows that the prepared hybrid
polymer composite is stronger and strengthen
than the other fibers.
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Fig 2.2: Tensile stress v/s Strain response of
specimen 2
The stress Vs strain bend of pliable
example 2 is as appeared in the Fig2.2. The
Behavior of material is very same till 18 N/mm2
and the at last breaks at a worry of 19 N/mm2.
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